Limited liability – Hirer Agreement
1. Terms of Use:
Use of our studio and our equipment is AT THE HIRER’S OWN RISK. The Hirer hereby
waives rights to seek legal redress for mishaps, accidents, and/or loss related to their
actions whilst on our premises. The Hirer agrees to leave the studio and adjacent grounds in
the same condition as they were when the Hirer arrived. Hirers are solely responsible for any
legal infractions the Hirer or members of Hirer’s party make during the conduct of the shoot,
be they in our studio or adjacent grounds. The Hirer agrees that Saham Studio its owners,
agents, representatives, and contractors acting on its behalf for any loss, accident, or injury
to the Hirer’s self or anyone who accompanies the Hirer while on our premises. The Hirer
agrees to be solely responsible for the conduct and welfare of all persons accompanying the
Hirer while on our premises. Hirers are solely responsible for the safety and well-being of
any models the Hirer engages. The Hirer understands that if dangerous or negligent
practices or activities are observed or reported, we reserve the right to stop the shoot and
require the Hirer and accompanying parties to leave the premises immediately —
HOWEVER, Saham Studio assumes NO RESPONSIBILITY to act in such cases. The Hirer
agrees that Saham Studio, its agents, representatives, and anyone acting on their behalf will
not be held responsible from any actions, legal or otherwise, that results from Hirer’s
conduct. Hirers are solely responsible for verifying that all models employed during the rental
period are of appropriate legal age for the activities they are to be engaged in during the
shoot. Saham Studio has no responsibility to determine or verify the age of participants in
the Hirer’s activities but reserves the right to end those activities if it becomes aware that
legal age violations are on-going. The Hirer agrees that a representative of Saham Studio
will be present in the studio premises during all hires.
2. Equipment:
Saham Studio agrees to provide equipment in good working order, but makes no special
guarantees as to said equipment’s functionality or suitability to Hirer’s purposes Saham
Studio is not liable for acts out of its control that affect the shoot, such as power outages,
weather or emergencies. In such cases, Saham Studio may refund or credit a prorated
portion of Hirer’s payment. Damages to equipment and premises are the hirer’s
responsibility and must be settled after hire period at the market value.
3. Health and Safety
Saham Studio will not be held responsible for any accident or injury caused by the Hirer or
any member of their party whilst using the studio facilities.

Signed by the Hirer

……………………………………… Date ………………………………

Contact Details

………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………Post Code : ……………….

Telephone Home:

……………………………… Mobile: …………………………………….

Email:

……………………………………………………………………………….
Fully insured through Hiscox Public Liability Insurance Policy number: 1824337.

